GRAPHICS DIVISION:
VISUAL COMMUNICATION

ORIGINAL AND STAND
OUT WINDOW
DECORATIONS

A comprehensive range of
films for window graphics,
designed for the aesthetic
improvement of exteriors
and interiors windows.

WINDOW GRAPHICS
Super clear effect
A series of vinyls and polyester films with a removable adhesive, designed
for the aesthetic improvement of exteriors and interiors windows.
The materials in the clear version, coated with a super clear adhesive,
leave the unprinted area of the film as clear as the window, without the
need to cut around the graphics.

Wet application
All the materials of this range can be wet applied for an easier
application, thanks to the solvent based acrylic adhesives. The range
performs excellent print results with UV, solvent and eco-solvent ink-jet
printing.

Clean removability
All the adhesives have a very high cohesion, so the display can be cleanly
peeled off the glass surface without leaving any adhesive residue.
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WINDOW GRAPHICS
PRODUCT NAME

ADHESIVE

DESCRIPTION

WEIGHT

THICKNESS

SIZE AVAILABLE
Width (cm)*Length (m)

4-GL3B-05609 RI-JET 100
SUPERCLEAR AR806 REMOVABLE
PET30

AR806
Removable

Gloss clear
monomeric soft vinyl
film.

134g/m²

100µ

137–153 * 50-100

4-GL2B-06369 RI-JET 675 ECO-UV
PRINT GLOSS CLEAR AR807
REMOVABLE PET30

AR807
Removable

Gloss clear
polyester.

105g/m²

75µ

150 * 50-100

4-GL2B-09284 RI-JET 675 ECO S/L
PRINT GLOSS CLEAR AR807
REMOVABLE PET30

AR807
Removable

Gloss clear
polyester.

105g/m²

75µ

137 *50

4-GL3A-09537 RI-JET 50 CAST
ULTRACLEAR AP923 PERMANENT
PET75 MATT

AP923
Permanent

Gloss clear CAST
vinyl film.

70g/m²

50µ

137–152 * 50

Need to apply our
materials?
Read the instructions
that will lead you
step by step towards
the perfect
application.
Go to the technical
bulletins >>

Download the color
profile of your
printer type: get the
best results.
Download the ICC
profiles >>
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A series of videos
showing the different
application techniques
of self-adhesive
materials.
Watch the
application
guidelines videos >>

